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AW22
Innovative and exciting, get ready to discover your 
next bestsellers for the upcoming season and beyond. 
All designed with the latest trends and consumer 
insights in mind to both inspire and drive demand. 

Observations into consumer wants and needs from 
our buying and trend teams form the foundation of our 
‘Kitchen Tools and Tactics’ trend. With innovative new 
products across our MasterClass, Copco and 
La Cafetière brands designed to inspire consumers with 
both design aesthetic and a problem solving approach to 
tasks. Whether that’s preparing a meal with MasterClass 
smart tools, reducing food waste with MasterClass food 
storage or organising the kitchen with Copco 
storage solutions. 

Our new innovations haven’t only been reserved for 
the kitchen. Discover the heart of what we do across 
our serve and dine newness, with products that allow 
consumers to ‘Unite and Share’. New BarCraft, Artesà and 
The Nutcracker collections are packed with products that 
are a pleasure to have around the home, with unique 
designs and distinct trend colours for real stand-out.

A Warm 
Welcome to...
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AW22

Plus, we’ve magicked up our seasonal 
bestsellers perfect for driving sales in 
the golden quarter.

Our new launches turn some of 
the challenges facing consumers 
into opportunities, as we continue 
to support with fresh thinking and 
products that delight.

So sit back, scroll through these 
pages, and get ready to be inspired. 
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Consumers have formed strong habits in 
recent years and many will keep kitchen 
spaces at the heart of home living with a 
permanent shift towards home cooking 
and self-sufficiency, moving away from 
processed foods to scratch cooking. 
Time is of the essence again as our busy 
lives return. 

What does this mean for you? 
Upgrading kitchen tools and tactics 
offerings is key. Products that save time, 
money or space will be top of mind.

Everything to hand 

It's the simplest of designs that can 
make all the difference. This five piece 
measuring set from MasterClass, easy 
to stack and store, ensures all the 
tools are to hand. Simple changes to 
everyday items increases efficiency. 
MCMCUP5PC Page 12.

Kitchen Tools 
and Tactics

The trends we're 
hitting hard



Traditional forms 

Products that consumers 
have valued for years 
and use every day – 
performance and longevity 
is key. Page 19. Show 
consumers the value of 
these items with our 
printed point of sale 
and digital assets. 

Waste management 

Sustainably minded 
consumers are keen 
to invest in solutions 
that keep waste out 
of landfills, from home 
composting to 
extending freshness. 
Page 40.

Everything has its place 
For time-saving practices to 
succeed, an organised kitchen 
is essential. Reimagining items 
that are typically hidden with 
an aesthetically pleasing finish. 
COP3TIERBAM Page 41.

Three Piece Storage 
and Composter Set
KCCOMPSET3PC
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The at-home bar. In-demand wine and barware tools, 
gadgets and accessories, for every tipple of choice. 
Page 34. 

Compact for storage but the right tools for the job 
with our new BarCraft accessories. 
Page 34.

Trends may come and go, but the 
ongoing themes of sharing and uniting 
remain resolute. The joy of people being 
together, and understanding how 
consumers share and experience the 
delights of food and drink together, is key.

Serving pieces that are staples in any hosts armoury. 
Page 36.

Get the party started with the joy of sharing and 
on-trend art deco styling. Page 36.

Share and Unite
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Colour is Key 
NEW London Pottery is inspired by 18th-
century Chinoiserie paintings, and painted 
in modern bright, and joyous colourways 
to celebrate the joy of sharing a cuppa – 
whether everyday at home or as part of 
the ongoing afternoon tea trend.  
Page 26.

The Nutcracker collection – simply a wonderful 
collection to bring joy to gatherings at home. 
New characters and pastel colourways perfect 
for gifting, Christmas and beyond. 
Page 45-46.

With naturally non-scratch coconut fibre bristles 
and a handle made from fast growing bamboo, 
this Natural Elements eco cleaning set is 
sustainable and durable. 
Page 43. 

Staying green! 

If there’s one thing that unites us all it ’s that sustainability 
is here to stay. We don’t underestimate the impact this 
has on a customer’s buying decision. Our latest 
innovations for a better tomorrow.

Waste not, want not. Made from recycled plastic bottles, 
MasterClass Eco Snap is the antidote to food waste. 
Page 18.
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Together we can do something wonderful. It is our 
great pleasure to have partnered with Earthly, a 
science-backed carbon removal solution, to invest in 
the fight against climate change.
 
Naturally, our number one goal is to reduce our carbon 
footprint. We’re balancing our carbon emissions 
through Earthly i.e. levelling out the carbon impact of 
our shipping operations. 

Our contributions to Earthly support three climate-
changing-reversing carbon busting projects.

This trail-blazing project run by Eden Reforestation 
Projects has reforestation and poverty alleviation 
at its heart. Mangroves pack some punch when it 
comes to carbon sequestration but also provide a 
whole load of other natural benefits such as storm 
surge protection and vital habitat for many species. 

How you're helping 
Sustainability

Mangrove planting 
in Madagascar

“Our contributions 
to Earthly support 
three climate-
changing-reversing 
carbon busting 
projects.”
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This project has helped 405 families in the area by 
establishing initiatives that increase the value of the 
healthy forest as well as making sure their income 
from sustainable Brazil nut harvesting is maintained. 

To date, they have planted over 334 million trees 
across 8 countries, created 3.3 million days of work 
for local communities and by 2025 they aim to 
plant 500 million trees each year. 

The Kasigau Corridor project is a REDD+ project 
based in Rukinga, Kenya. It protects an expanse 
of over 200,000 hectares of dryland Acacia-
Commiphora forest home to over 2,000 elephants. 
The project also provides social programmes 
whose impact reaches over 116,000 people. 

The project has created a market-driven solution 
to wildlife conservation through a community-led, 
community-based sustainable model that will 
continue to make an impact for many years. 

REDD+ Brazil Nut 
Concessions

Kasigau Corridor 
REDD+ Project
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Click to see 
what's NEW in 
MasterClass



new
items

As consumers keep the kitchen at the heart 
of home living, and the bake it yourself trend 
continues, upgrading kitchen tools is top of mind. 

Essential tools that every home baker needs to 
meet every baking challenge. Designed with smart 
finishes and functions, these must-have tools mean 
baking doesn’t have to be a complicated affair.  

Ideal for cross-sell with our award winning and 
bestselling MasterClass bakeware range.

The right tools  
for the job

MasterClass Baking Tools
Ergonomic stainless steel 
handles with flexible silicone or 
nylon heads. Suitable for use 
with non-stick pans. Resistant 
to odours and discolouration. 
Five year guarantee. 
Carded.   

Slotted Turner - 34cm 
Tapered edge with 

draining slots
MCSSTURN

Jar Spatula - 28cm
Shaped for scooping

and scraping jars
MCSSJARSPAT

Spoon Spatula - 30cm
Mix, fold and scrape  
cleanly from bowls 
MCSSSPNSPAT

Short Turner - 30cm
Tapered edge to easily 

slip under food
MCSSHORTTURN

Spatula - 30cm 
Angled head to bend to 
pan and bowl contours

MCSSSPAT

MasterClass unlocks  
the endless opportunities 
that come with baking 
and cooking at home, 
equipping your customers 
with the best tools, so they 
can make and bake.

Silicone head 
heat resistance 

to 250ºC

Nylon head 
heat resistance 

to 232ºC
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MasterClass Tools and 
Gadgets Stand 

A bespoke rotating 
merchandiser, stocking 

235 tools/utensils 
in 0.25sqm.

50 x 50 x 179cm. 
MCUTENSILSTAND



new
items

Double Bladed Pastry 
and Pasta Wheel - 

4cm diameter 
Combines a crimped and 

straight edge cutter
MCPWHEEL

Etched Non-Clogging Zester
Unique micro serrations grate in two 

directions for efficiency. Protective 
blade cover for safe storage 

MCSSZEST

Balloon Whisk - 30cm 
Nine wires for 

enhanced aeration 
MCSSWHSK

Offset Tempered 
Palette Knife - 34cm

Perfect angle for 
spreading and lifting

MCSSPALETTE 

Round Fine Mesh 
Sieve - 8cm diameter 
Finely woven stainless  

steel for lump free  
straining and sifting

MCSSSIEVE8

Round Fine Mesh 
Sieve - 12cm diameter
Finely woven stainless  

steel for lump free  
straining and sifting

MCSSSIEVE12

MasterClass Stainless 
Steel Tools
Ergonomic stainless 
steel handles and heads. 
Resistant to odours and 
discolouration. 
Five year guarantee. 
Carded. 
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new
items

MasterClass Stainless Steel 
6 Piece Measuring Spoon Set
With teaspoon and millilitre 
markings from ⅛ teaspoon 
(0.65 ml) to 1½ teaspoon 
(22.5 ml). 
Tagged. 
MCMEASURE6PC

MasterClass Five Piece Measuring Set
A stackable easy to store set, maximising 

kitchen space. Suitable for measuring wet and 
dry ingredients with easier measuring through 

angled design that's makes it easy to read 
from any angle including top down. 

Includes: 1 teaspoon (5ml),  
1 tablespoon (15ml), ½ cup (120ml),  

1 cup (250ml) and a 1 litre measuring jug.
Gift boxed. 

MCMCUP5PC

measuring from jars 
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A stackable set



new
item

A knife is the single most important 
tool in any kitchen and is used in the 
creation of virtually every dish. 
The tipless ends apply the same level 
of cutting and slicing performance 
without the piercing sharp tip. 

A cut above

MasterClass 5 Piece Tipless 
Knife Block Set
MCKNB5
Rounded tips prevent accidents 
and danger. High grade precision 
ground stainless steel blades and 
triple riveted handles. 
Gift boxed.

20cm / 8” tipless chef knife 

20cm /8” tipless carving knife  

20cm / 8” tipless bread knife   

12cm / 5” tipless utility knife   

9cm / 3½” tipless paring knife

13
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new
items

MasterClass Stainless Steel 
Antimicrobial Storage Containers 
With antimicrobial lids. 
Make the most of any space - 
space saving, stacking and modular.  
26cm x 17cm x 16cm.
Sleeved. 

Medium container  
11cm x 17.5cm 

MCAMSTOR17

Small container 
11cm x 11cm 

MCAMSTOR11 
 

Large container
11cm x 29cm 

MCAMPASTA

Did you know bacteria can double on an untreated 
surface every twenty minutes and food hygiene is a top 
concern for consumers in the post pandemic world? 
This coupled with a desire to stop waste before its 
creation in the kitchen puts storage in the spotlight. 

The Solution 

Space efficient countertop containers with antimicrobial 
lids that inhibit the growth of stain and odour causing 
bacteria. Antimicrobial finish won’t ever wear away and 
will last the lifetime of the container. Moisture resistant 
to keep contents fresher for longer.

Protect and store

Antimicrobial technology can kill or slow the spread 
of micro-organisms including bacteria, viruses and 
fungi such as mould and mildew.
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MasterClass Stainless Steel 
Antimicrobial Composter 
Antimicrobial lid prevents the 
spread of micro-organisms 
including bacteria, viruses 
and fungi such as mould 
and mildew. 
21.5cm x 16.5cm x 16.5cm. 
Capacity 2.6L 
Sleeved. 
MCCOMPOST

MasterClass Cotton Roll 
Top Bag with Antimicrobial 

Inner Lining 
100% cotton with silver 

phosphate glass 
antimicrobial technology 

to preserve the inner lining 
and prevent premature 

degradation caused 
by bacteria. 

23cm x 21cm x 25.5cm. 
Gift tagged.  

MCROLLBAG
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Reuse, reuse, reuse! Perfect for on-the-go
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Recycled, reusable and recyclable



new
items

Shop the full MasterClass Eco Snap  
collection via Market Place at 
www.kitchencraft.co.uk/brands/masterclass/eco-snap

Less waste,  
more space 
 
Recycled at the molecular level to create a plastic 
that’s better than brand new. Fridge, freezer, 
microwave and dishwasher friendly. Crystal clear 
like glass, ultra durable  and with eco snap lids, 
they’re food wastes worst enemy. 
 
New shapes and sizes  

New grab-and-go structured boxes including those 
with separate compartments - perfect for the bento 
box style fast and casual on-the-go lunch trend. 

MasterClass Eco Snap Recycled Food 
Storage Containers
With card inserts.

Ultra transparent - looks like glass
Eco snap lids seal in freshness
Ideal for refill centres
Fridge, freezer and microwave safe
Dishwasher friendly
Stain and odour resistant
Made in Italy

Eco Snap Divided 
Lunch Box - 800ml 

17.5cm x 13cm x 7.5cm 
Individual compartments 

measure 6cm x 7cm x 11cm 
/ 400ml each.

MCECODIVBOX800

Eco Snap Lunch Box with 
Removable Divider - 800ml - 

15cm x 15cm x 7.5cm
Multi-use adjustable compartments. 
Individual compartments measure
2.5cm x 5cm x 11.5cm / 125ml each.

MCECOADJBOX800

Eco Snap Breakfast Pot - 
500ml - 9cm x 13cm

Breakfast to go! Ideal for 
overnight oats, yoghurt, 

granola and can be used 
time and time again.

MCYOGPOT
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Coffee is king, and the continued growing consumer desire 
to replicate the café experience at home presents a golden 
opportunity. Recognising La Cafetière’s global heritage, the 
brand has been revitalised and ‘Re-brewed’ for 2022, with 
new styles, beautiful shapes, mindful textures and, of course, 
the performance you can expect from La Cafetière.

Re-brewed for 2022

Click to see 
what's NEW in 
La Cafetière



new
range

La Cafetière Ceramic Pour Over 
Coffee Set
A two part set featuring a pour over 
cup section and 4 cup / 800ml coffee 
pot. Both are finished in a mix of satin 
and matt glazes. Gift boxed. 
LCPOUROVERGRY

This ceramic coffee pot and matching dripper 
combine style and function to create the perfect 
coffee every time. Tried and tested (many times), 
we’ve refined the product design to create the 
perfect pour over. Use with compostable 
coffee papers.

Seville

La Cafetière Ceramic Mug Set
Two 300ml mugs in a mix of 
satin and matt finishes. 
Gift boxed. 
LCMUGSET2PGRY

20

La Cafetière Pack of 100 
Bleached Filter Papers
Size 4. Taste and odour free. 
Whitened in an oxygen-based 
process and bonded without 
chemicals or glue. Gift boxed. 
LCPAPFILB

La Cafetière Pack of 100 
Unbleached Filter Papers
Size 4. Taste and odour free. 
100% Natural. These unbleached 
papers are totally chlorine free 
(TCF), certified dioxin free, and 
biodegradable. Gift boxed. 
LCPAPFILUB
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Click to see 
Verona make the 
magic happen



new
items

La Cafetière Verona Red 
Glass Espresso Maker
240ml / 6 cup capacity. 

Gift boxed.  
LCSTES6CGLRED

La Cafetière Verona Latte 
Glass Espresso Maker
240ml / 6 cup capacity. 

Gift boxed. 
LCSTES6CGLLAT

La Cafetière Verona Black 
Glass Espresso Maker
240ml / 6 cup capacity. 

Gift boxed. 
LCSTES6CGLBLK

La Cafetière Verona Chrome 
Glass Espresso Maker 
240ml / 6 cup capacity. 

Gift boxed.
LCSTESP6CPGLS 

La Cafetière Verona Green 
Glass Espresso Maker
240ml / 6 cup capacity. 

Gift boxed. 
LCSTES6CGLGRN

These clever espresso makers are made from 
borosilicate glass and aluminium with a silicone lid 
seal for safe and controlled pouring. The clear glass 
top section allows you to watch your coffee brew. 
Suitable for all heat sources including induction.

Espresso

See when the 
coffee is ready

22
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new
items

Great control over pouring

La Cafetière Gooseneck 
Coffee Pour Over Pot
The beauty of a gooseneck 
is to control the pouring flow 
allowing coffee to bloom as you 
pour. This satin finished stainless 
steel pot is suitable for all heat 
sources excluding induction. 
600ml capacity.  
Gift boxed. 
LCGOOSE600BLK



Place on a heated 
hob and then put 
the espresso pot 

on the plate

La Cafetière Double 
Walled Vacuum Jug
This stainless steel jug 
keeps contents hot for up 
to six hours and features a 
stay cool wooden handle. 
1.2 litre capacity.  
Gift boxed. 
LCDWJUG1200

La Cafetière Glass Carafe
Featuring a stainless steel 
lid with built-in filter and 
leakproof silicone seal.  
1.5 litre capacity. 
Gift boxed. 
LCCARAFE1500

La Cafetière Glass Carafe 
and Coffee Dripper
Featuring a fine mesh 
stainless steel filter  
and heat resistant 
borosilicate glass base. 
400ml / 3 cup capacity. 
Gift boxed. 
LCCOFCARAFE

Fin
e m

esh fi lter for a smooth brew
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new
items

La Cafetière Induction 
Conversion Plate 
Suitable for use on induction 
hobs with all La Cafetière 
espresso makers. Sleeved.
LCINDCOPLATE



Potty about tea!

There’s lots 
more to tell 
you - find 
out here

We know how to make a better brew which 
is why our teapots are desired around the 
world. All with unique features such as drip free 
spouts, stainless steel filters and lids that are 
designed not to fall off when pouring. It sounds 
simple, but it makes us different. Discover the 
world and history of London Pottery with 
David Birch.

Reducing packaging impact 

We have redesigned our packaging to replace 
colour boxes with a small sleeve. This creates 
great impact in-store, allowing the wonderfully 
collectable patterns to shine.

Each item will come packaged in an upgraded 
individual brown box, enabling customers 
to either take it away safely from store, 
or purchase online without any damages 
or additional packaging required.

25

Click to see 
what's NEW in 
London Pottery



new
range

More sustainable packaging 
Create impact in-store 

New Bell Shaped Teapots in collectable 
patterns that make great gifts. Designed 
in the UK by celebrated ceramist and 
founder of London Pottery, David Birch. 
Made from lightweight and durable 
porcelain with a perfect non-drip pour.

Uniquely decorative 
and wonderfully 
giftable

Coral floral
LPBLTPOT1LCOR

Teal floral
LPBLTPOT1LTEL

Bird 
LPBLTPOT1LBRD

Fox
LPBLTPOT1LFOX

London Pottery Ceramic Bell 
Shaped 1 Litre Filter Teapots 
Non-drip pour with in-built 
stainless steel filters. Four cup 
capacity. Labelled.  

Badger
LPBLTPOT1LBAD

Hare
LPBLTPOT1LHAR
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INSULATES LEAK PROOF

new
range

BUILT 3.6 Litres Lunch Bags
Smaller size great for kids or light 
lunches on-the-go. Lightweight, keeps 
contents safe and protected. With an 
interior leakproof, food safe, easy clean 
lining and a detachable handle to fix 
onto school bags. Conforms to British 
Standard:EN12546-2:2000. 
22cm x 24xm x 9cm. Tagged.

Professional
BLTSMLNCHCLA

Mindful
BLTSMLNCHMND

Kick-start your buying with back 
to school essentials ready for 
the school rush and beyond. 
Keep it on-trend - inspired by 
cosy jackets. 

Mini me 
BUILT for kids

BUILT to  
be different

We believe that great design  
makes everyday life better.  
A passion for materials and a 
desire to make life easier on the go.

27

See what's NEW
in BUILT

Click to see 
what's NEW in 
BUILT
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NON TOXIC REUSABLE LONG LASTING

new
items

BUILT on-the-go offering perfect 
for back to school and beyond. 
Did you know the average use 
of a disposable straw is just 
twenty minutes? 

BUILT for sipping  
sustainably  

Midnight blue
BLTSTRSETBLU

Red
BLTSTRSETRED

BUILT Stainless Steel 
Reusable Straws
Two-part retractable straws complete 
with cleaning brush and case. With a 
swipe open case that is spring loaded 
for easy closing. Gift boxed.

BUILT to  
stay fresh
Keep food fresher for longer.
Perfect for: school, daycare, 
picnics, sports, weekend, 
activities, camping, beach.

BUILT Soft Gel Ice Packs
Sets of two gel ice packs with an outer 
fabric cover for less condensation on  
the surface. Ideal for use inside lunch 
bags and comfortable to use in the  
case of an injury. 14.5cm x 10cm x 0.5cm.  
Gift boxed.

Professional
BLTICEPK2PCPRO

Mindful
BLTICEPK2PCMND

Professional
BLTSANDWRPPRO

Mindful
BLTSANDWRPMND

BUILT Antimicrobial Reusable 
Sandwich Wraps
Handy fabric wraps that hold 
sandwiches or snacks with adjustable 
fastenings. Antimicrobial inner lining.  
40cm x 40cm.  
Sleeved.

Designed for cross-merchandising 
for cross-purchase!

30

NON TOXIC FREEZER SAFELONG LASTING REUSABLE



BarCraft Double Handled 
Wing Corkscrew
Heavy duty with in-built 
bottle opener. Holds tight to 
wine bottles to easily remove 
corks without crumbling. 
Dishwasher safe. Carded. 
BCSCREWWING

The at-home occasion 
reignites wine’s appeal! 

Partner  
in wine

Sleek black and 
stainless steel finish 

Simple one touch activation

BarCraft Stainless Steel 
Electric Corkscrew
Opens bottles of wine 
with one touch of a button. 
Requires four AA batteries. 
Gift boxed. 
BCSCREWELECSS
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new
items

Our stylish new items from BarCraft are  
in-demand wine and barware tools, gadgets 
and accessories. Whatever the tipple of choice, 
BarCraft helps all enjoy every moment.

Forms an airtight seal 
for a drip free pour

BarCraft Silicone 
Wine Pourers
Set of two featuring flexible 
silicone fins to adjust to 
most sized bottles and a 
stop/pour lever. Carded.
BCPOUR2PC

Top trend - bring your 
own bottle to wine 
tasting parties and 
camping, the way 
consumers enjoy wine 
is changing

BarCraft Wine 
Bottle Carrier
With a sturdy carry 
handle and footed base 
to stand upright. Fits one 
750ml bottle of wine or 
Champagne. Sleeved.
BCWINEBAG

Cone shaped for easy 
insertion and removal

BarCraft Silicone 
Bottle Stoppers
Forms an airtight seal. 
Stainless steel interior. 
Set of two. Carded.
BCSTOP2PC

Creates an airtight seal 
to maintain the fizz and 
flavour for longer

BarCraft Silicone Wine and 
Champagne Sealer
Fits a variety of bottle sizes - 
simply twist to seal. Silicone 
finish for comfortable use. 
Gift boxed. 
BCCHAMSEAL

32

Click to see 
what's NEW in 
Barcraft
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Whether it ’s an occasion or a post-
work tipple, consumers continue to 
kit out their kits for cocktail hour. 

Home bar, camping, glamping or 
on holiday - a bar ’s worth of tools 
in one hand!

Bar accessories



new
items

BarCraft Stainless Steel 
Swizzle Ice Mould
Creates two ice spheres on 
a swizzle stick to add and 
stir into drinks. Use
with fruit to make different 
flavour infusions. Recipe 
inspirations included. 
Gift boxed.
BCICESWIZ

BarCraft Stainless Steel 
450ml Flip Top Cocktail 
Shaker
With a built-in-strainer 
and stainless steel double 
walled body.  
10cm x 8cm x 19cm. 
Labelled. 
BCFLIPSHAK

All tools fit in a 
4.5cm x 2.5cm x 
14.5cm case.

Freeze, infuse, enjoy!
Infuse wine, cocktails and 
water with fruit, citrus and herbs!

Double walled to reduce 
condensation, holds extra 
cold drinks and increases 
grip when shaking.

BarCraft Stainless Steel 
Compact Bar Tool Set
A complete set of bar tools. 
Includes a cocktail strainer, 
zester, bottle opener, stirrer, 
bar knife and jigger all in 
a compact storage case. 
Includes a cocktail 
recipe leaflet.  
Gift boxed.
BCBARTOOLS
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“With good 
friends…and 
good food on 
the board…we 
may well ask, 
When shall we 
live if not now?” 
— 
M.F.K. Fisher, 
The Art of Eating

Food is more than survival. With it 
we forge relationships. The sharing 
of food has always been part of the 
human story. Artesà makes sharing 
and serving simple and beautiful.

The joy 
of sharing

35

Click to see 
what's NEW  
in Artesa



new
items

Artesà Stainless Steel 
Teaspoon Set 

Set of four teaspoons 
with an enamel coating. 
Ideal for afternoon tea 

and desserts 
Gift boxed.

ARTTSPNGRN4PC

Artesà Stainless Steel 
Butter Spreader Set 

Set of four butter spreaders 
with an enamel coating. 

Perfect for fancy dining or 
casual bread and cheese. 

Gift boxed. 
ARTSPDGRN4PC

Artesà Stainless Steel 
Cheese Knife Set 

Set of three cheese knives 
with an enamel coating. 
Includes knives for soft 

and hard cheeses. 
Gift boxed. 

ARTCKGRN3PC

Artesà Stainless Steel 
Mini Serving Fork Set
Set of four serving forks 
with an enamel coating. 

Gift boxed.
ARTFKGRN4PC

On-trend  
art deco styling  
Cutlery sets crafted from stainless 
steel and dipped in a gold enamel 
coating for an unmistakable Artesà 
finish. With soothing green toned 
detailing that effortlessly blends 
traditional design with 
contemporary chic. 
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Artesà Cocktail and Nibbles 
Serving Tree
34cm x 34cm x 54cm. 
Disassembles for storage. 
Gift boxed. 
ARTTREE

37

A metal tree with a bronze 
colour coating and twelve 
individual sections for 
holding either glasses 
or party cones.

Serving for 
the special 
occasion



new
items

Artesà Acacia Wood 
Salad Servers
With gold finish handles. 
30.5cm. 
Gift boxed.  
ARTSALSERV

Artesà Glass Serving Bowls 
Marblesque glass serving bowls 
made from soda lime glass. 
Perfect for serving dips, nibbles, 
starters, desserts or as a 
decorative piece. 
Labelled.

13cm x 13cm x 4cm
ARTBOWL13GRN

17.5cm x 17.5cm x 5.5cm
ARTBOWL18GRN
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On-display storage is trending. 
KitchenCraft statement storage for 
countertops, shelving and pantries 
for that Insta-worthy curated effect.  
 
KitchenCraft Storage Canister 
Three Piece Sets 
Galvanised powder coated steel 
bodies for durability. Airtight lids 
and tight seals keep tea, coffee 
and sugar fresher for longer. 
Gift boxed. 

Shelfie appeal

1. Burgundy 
11cm x 11.5cm (1 Litre)
KCTCSSETBUR 

2. Light blue 
11cm x 12cm (1 Litre) 
KCTCSETBLU 

3. Teal 
11cm x 12cm (1 Litre) 
KCTCSSETTEAL

4. Grey 
11cm x 12.5cm (1 Litre)
KCTCSSETGRY

5. Yellow 
11cm x 12.5cm (1.3 Litre) 
KCTCSSETYEL
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Patterns and colours that add 
collectable charm to everyday items

Perfect partners for modern 
day living 

Worktop composting has never been 
so popular along with tidy, organised, 
streamlined kitchens. Our galvanised 
powder coated canister and 
composter set with airtight silicone 
seals is the perfect answer.

Compost and Storage
Three Piece Set 
Includes 1 litre storage canister (11cm x 16cm) 
1.9 litre storage canister (14cm x 19cm) 
3.2 litre countertop composter (16.5cm x 22cm)
Gift boxed.
KCCOMPSET3PC
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The Copco brand represents the true meaning 
of organisation with style and function. 

With new routines and at-home activities 
(think school, work), the capacity of our homes 
has been pushed to the limit! Copco’s multi-use 
storage solutions help homes work harder.

Storage for all spaces 

Copco Bamboo 
Household Organiser 
Multi-use organiser for 
all rooms with seven 
compartments in a variety 
of sizes. Great for stationery, 
tools, makeup and 
bathroom items. 
19cm x 15cm x 11.5cm. 
Display boxed. 
COPHSEORGBAM 

Copco Bamboo Three Piece 
Home Organiser Set  
Stackable three piece organiser 
ideal for countertops, 
bathrooms, drawers, cupboards. 
23cm x 21cm x 25.5cm. 
Small - 15cm x 15cm x 5cm 
Medium - 23cm x 15cm x 5cm 
Large - 31cm x 15cm x 5cm
Display boxed. 
COPHMORGBAM3PC

Copco Bamboo Three Tier 
Cupboard Shelf Organiser 
Simple step organiser for 
cans, condiments and 
spices in cupboards or on 
countertops for easy visibility 
and access. 
Each step is 3.5cm high. 
30cm x 22.5cm x 11cm. 
Display boxed. 
COP3TIERBAM
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Click to see 
what's NEW  
in Copco

Copco Bamboo Three 
Tier Kitchen Corner 

Storage Shelf 
Ideal for organising  plates, bowls, 
condiments and small bottles on 

countertops or in cupboards. 
25cm x 25cm x 23cm. 

Display boxed. 
COP3TIERCORBAM
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Click to see 
what's NEW in 
Natural Elements

Small changes that 
make a big difference 

Natural Elements 
Eco-Friendly Recycled 
Plastic Cleaning Brush Set 
Set includes dish brush, 
dual cleaning brush and slim 
cleaning brush. Made from 
100% recycled plastics and 
straw fibre. 
Display boxed.  
NESINKBRSH3PC

new
items
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Natural Elements is your go-to eco brand. 
Our research tells us consumers are wanting 
to make sustainable product swaps, 
if the products are there. 
 
Eco-clean 

By popular request, we're making our bestselling 
eco cleaning items available as pick up sets. 
What's more the packaging used is printed on 
recycled card with eco friendly vegetable links.

Small changes that 
make a big difference 

Natural Elements Eco-Friendly 
Coconut Cleaning Brush Set 
Set includes scrubbing brush, scourer 
and long handled brush. Made from 
naturally non-scratch coconut fibres. 
Display boxed.  
NEBRUSH3PC

Natural Elements Eco-Friendly 
Recycled Plastic Cleaning Brush Set 
Set includes dish brush, dual cleaning 
brush and slim cleaning brush. 
Made from 100% recycled plastics 
and straw fibre. 
Display boxed.  
NESINKBRSH3PC

Why Straw Fibre? 

Unlike plastic sponges, straw fibre 
will not release ocean-damaging 
plastic particles into drains. 

Why Coconut? 

Coconut husks are antibacterial 
and have naturally non-scratch 
scrubbing power.



Tough non-scratch bristles 
Ideal for hard to reach areas
Slim design for narrow spaces 
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Tough non-scratch bristles 
Ideal for hard to reach areas
Slim design for narrow spaces 

Shop the full Natural Elements Eco Cleaning 
collection via Market Place at 
www.kitchencraft.co.uk/brands/natural-elements
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items
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A bestselling collection in 
2021, we're adding a 
Skandi inspired punchy 
pastel colour palette to 
our Nutcracker collection.

With a sprinkle of 
imagination and a little 
help from KitchenCraft, 
new statement pieces 
create a magical themed 
kitchen and tabletop 
display, ideal for a show 
stopping Christmas  
journey in-store.

Punchy 
pastels 

KitchenCraft The  
Nutcracker Collection  
Wooden Nut Crackers  
Hand painted. With screw 
down hats for cracking 
most types of nuts. 
26cm tall. 
Gift tagged.

Nutcracker man
KCXMNUTMAN

Nutcracker lady 
New character! 
KCXMNUTLADY

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection 
Bamboo Cheese Set 
Patterned cheese board with three 
stainless steel cheese knives. Perfect for 
serving cheese, grapes and crackers. 
30cm x 17.5cm x 2cm. 
Gift boxed.  
KCXMNUTCHS3PC

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection  
Ceramic Decorative Plate Set 
Set of three decorative plates with  
a glazed finish. Ideal for serving or  
displaying chocolates and nibbles. 
12.5cm x 9.5cm x 2cm. Gift boxed.  
KCXMNUTDIP3PC

By



Click to see 
what's NEW in 
Nutcracker
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KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection 
Mouse King Ceramic Egg Cup 
Gift tagged. 
KCXMNUTMSEGCP

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection 
Silicone Bottle Stoppers
With soldier and sugar plum fairy designs. 
Gift boxed. 
KCXMWST2PKPAS

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection 
Bamboo Cheese Set 
Patterned cheese board with three 
stainless steel cheese knives. Perfect for 
serving cheese, grapes and crackers. 
30cm x 17.5cm x 2cm. 
Gift boxed.  
KCXMNUTCHS3PC

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection 
The Nutcracker Ceramic Egg Cup 
Gift tagged. 
KCXMNUTEGGMAN

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection 
Ceramic Salt and Pepper Set 
With a silicone bung. Height 11.5cm. 
Sleeved.  
KCXMNUTSNP

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker Collection 
300ml Mug 
With a large curved handle for a sturdy grip. 
Gift tagged. 
KCXMNUTMUG

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection Ceramic 1.2 Litre 
Teapot House  
With a glazed finish, hand 
painted detail  and an easy 
pour spout and handle. 
4 cup capacity. 20cm x 12cm 
x 19.3cm. Gift boxed. 
KCXMNUTTPOT



We’ve magicked up our seasonal 
bestsellers across our Cook, Serve 
and Enjoy categories. From cooking to 
serving to gifting, this curated product 
mix is perfect for driving sales in the 
golden quarter. 
 
From our in-demand and on-trend 
brands and designed for show-stopping 
in-store displays, discover our secret 
to a magical Christmas here.

The magic 
starts here 
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KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection 400ml Novelty Mug 
Gift tagged. 
C000761

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection Egg Cups 
Gift tagged. 
1.  C000763
2. C000764

1. 

2. 

To please those who love 
more traditional colours 
at Christmas we are 
continuing the original red, 
green and blue colourway. 
These always add a 
whimsical elegance to 
Christmas celebrations, 
décor and gifting.

By
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KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection Cake

Serving Set
Gift boxed. 

KCXMCAKESET

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection Wooden Solider 

Nut Cracker
Gift tagged. 

KCXMNUTCRACKER

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection Silicone 

Bottle Stoppers
Gift boxed. 

KCXMWST2PK

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection 300ml Conical 

Mug Ballerina 
Gift tagged. 
C000752

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection Salt and 

Pepper Set
Gift tagged. 
C000760

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection 300ml Conical 

Mug Nutcracker 
Gift tagged. 
C000753

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection 26.5cm Cake Stand 

Sculpted footed stand with Nutcracker 
detailing for serving and displaying

cakes. Labelled.
C000762

KitchenCraft Christmas  
Cake Decoration 

Set of one hundred and twenty 
assorted Christmas cake decorations 

in a merchandising box.
XMASCDEC

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection Storage Tins 

Set of two - 25cm and 20cm 
diameter. Labelled. 

KCXMCAKETIN2PC

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection 17cm Canapé 

Plate Nutcracker 
Labelled. 
C000757

KitchenCraft The Nutcracker 
Collection 17cm Canapé 

Plate Ballerina 
Labelled. 

C000756



When the nights start to draw in, the need for 
comforting winter warmers reignites. From Hal-
loween through to Burn’s Night these dishes 
have plenty of tricks and treats up their sleeves! 

For the love 
of casseroles 

Double layer non- stick 
Easy to clean 

Scratch proof interior
Fast heat up base

Less oil for healthy cooking
Induction safe
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Solid 
plate

Gas Halogen Ceramic Radiant
Ring

Induction

1. MasterClass Cast Aluminium 
2.5 Litre Casserole Dishes 
20cm. 
With self basting lids. 
Gift boxed.

2. MasterClass Cast Aluminium 
4 Litre Casserole Dishes 
24cm. 
With self basting lids. 
Gift boxed.

3. MasterClass Cast Aluminium 
4 Litre Shallow Casserole Dishes 
28cm. 
With self basting lids. 
Gift boxed.

4. MasterClass Cast Aluminium 
5 Litre Casserole Dishes 
28cm. 
With self basting lids. 
Gift boxed.

MCMCRD20BLU
MCMCRD20GRY
MCMCRD20 
MCMCRD20GRN

MCMCRD24BLU
MCMCRD24GRY
MCMCRD24
MCMCRD24GRN

MCMSCRD28BLU
MCMSCRD28GRY
MCMSCRD28
MCMSCRD28GRN

MCMCRD28BLU
MCMCRD28GRY
MCMCRD28
MCMCRD28GRN

Ultra lightweight and 
seriously non-stick   

Award winning and bestselling 
casserole dishes for a reason. 
Available in metallic navy, green, 
ombre grey, lavender, mint 
and black colours. 
Autumnal colour suggestions below.

All sizes are 
also available 
in lavender 
and mint
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Shop all sizes and colours at 
www.kitchencraft.co.uk/brands/masterclass/casserole-dishes



MasterClass 
Cast Aluminium 
Roasting Pans
With deep sides 
and a double 
coated, non-stick, 
scratch proof 
interior. 41cm x 
26cm x 10cm (16” x 
101⁄4” x 4”). Labelled.

Ultra lightweight, seriously non-stick and lasts a lifetime

MasterClass Two 
Piece Carving Set
A 23cm carving knife and a 
13.5cm co-ordinated carving 
fork with full length tangs, flared 
bolster and triple riveted handles.  
Acetate display boxed.
MCCARVESET2PC

MasterClass Wooden 
Spiked Carving Board
Rectangular board with inset 
oval juice draining channel 
and a spiked centre for holding 
meat secure during carving. 
46cm x 36cm x 2cm. Sleeved.
MCCARVEREC

MasterClass Stainless 
Steel Baster
With heat resistant silicone 
ball and removable tip. 
Carded.
KCBASTERPRO

MasterClass and Taylor know what it 
takes to serve up a seamless Christmas 
lunch. With lengthy guarantees, they're 
also not just for Christmas.

Serving up 
Christmas
The best roasting 
kit for the job

Ombré grey
MCMROAST34GRY

Black
MCMROAST34

Metallic blue
MCMROAST34BLU
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Taylor has a variety of timers, thermometers and scales, perfect for prepping 
ahead or coping with the pressure of the big day itself.

Taylor Pro USB Rechargeable 
Digital Thermometer

Holds power for up to 166 days. 
With a 1.5mm ultra-thin tapered 
probe. Accurate between -40 to 

232°C / -40 to 450°F. Blister packed.
TYPTHERMUSB

Taylor Pro Just Another Minute 
Digital Timer

Pre-set buttons quickly add one, 
three or five minutes. Counts both 
up and down. Requires two AAA 

batteries. Blister packed.
TYPTIM100AT

Taylor Pro Touchless TARE Digital Dual 
Kitchen Scale 14.4Kg (32lbs / 14.4 Litres)

Ultra fine measurements, innovative 
integrated touchless TARE sensor and touch

control buttons. Requires three AAA 
batteries. Gift boxed.
TYPSCALE13HP

Timing is 
everything  

Trust Taylor precision and accuracy

“Tested and 
endorsed by 

Michel Roux Jr.”
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1. MasterClass Smart Stack Non-Stick 
1lb Loaf Tin  
15cm x 9cm x 7cm (6” x 3½” x 2¾”). 
21cm with handle. 
Sleeved.
MCVSB09

2. MasterClass Smart Stack Non-Stick 
2lb Loaf Tin 
23cm x 13cm x 7cm (9" x 5" x 2¾"). 
29cm with handle. 
Sleeved.
MCVSB04

3. MasterClass Smart Stack Non-Stick 
Square Baking Tin 
21cm (8”). 27cm with handle. 
Sleeved.
MCVSB11

4. MasterClass Smart Stack Non-Stick 
Round Cake Tin 
21.5cm (8½"). 24.5cm with handle. 
Sleeved.
MCVSB03

5. MasterClass Smart Stack Non-Stick 
Twelve Hole Muffin Tin 
37cm x 29cm x 4cm (14½" x 11½" x 1½"). 
(Holes 7cm x 4cm). 
Sleeved.
MCVSB02

6. MasterClass Smart Stack Non-Stick 
Small Baking Tray 
35.5cm x 25cm x 4cm (14” x 10” x 1½”). 
Sleeved.
MCVSB10

7. MasterClass Smart Stack Non-Stick 
Large Baking Tray 
40.5cm x 31cm x 5cm (16" x12¼" x 2"). 
Sleeved.
MCVSB01

MasterClass bakeware - 
the MASTER in it’s class 

Multiple award nominated 
bakeware you can trust.

Space efficient vertical storage
Remove pans without others falling

Large lips for safe and strain free handling

Whether it ’s old family recipes, tasty homemade 
gifts, new ideas tested or baking with the kids, 
the trend for homemade is growing ever popular. 
Let our curated product selection do it justice.

Big on making 
and baking  

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6. 7.
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MasterClass Crusty Bake Non-Stick 
12 Hole Shallow Baking Pan
32cm x 24cm (holes 6cm x 2cm).
Sleeved.
KCMCCB29

1. Jar – 500ml (18oz)
KCLP550

2. Jar – 750ml (26oz)
KCLP750

3. Jar – 1000ml (35oz)
KCLP1000

4. Jar – 1500ml (53oz)
KCLP1500

5. Jar – 2100ml (74oz)
KCLP2100

6. Jar – 3000ml (106oz)
KCLP3200

Home Made Traditional Glass 
Preserving Jars   

With silicone sealing rings and 
stainless steel lever-arm sealing 
mechanisms. Tagged with full 
care and use instruction inserts.

Ideal for mincemeat, Christmas chutneys, 
pickles and baking ingredients

Christmas star - 
perfect mince pies

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.
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On-trend products that will serve their 
purpose not just on the big day but all 
year round.

What’s big on Instagram? 
Consumers are shopping more 
consciously with a renewed sense of 
appreciation for nature, moving towards 
more natural materials and colours that 
are ‘not just for Christmas’ and instead 
can work all year round.

Christmas dining 
stylish twists 

Mikasa Camberlie Twelve Piece 
Porcelain Dinnerware Set
Scandinavian inspired design. 
Includes four 26.5cm dinner plates, 
four 19cm side plates and 
four 13.5cm bowls. Gift boxed. 
MKCAM12PC

Mikasa Alexis Twelve Piece 
Porcelain Dinnerware Set
Coupe design. 
Includes four 27cm dinner plates, 
four 19.5cm side plates and 
four 14cm bowls. Gift boxed. 
MKALEXIS12PC

Timeless dinnerware 
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Trend - Ocean blues 

Creative Tops Napier Grass 
Woven Placemats
Set of four. 100% biodegradable. 
30cm x 23cm. Tagged. 
CTPMNAPPK4

Mikasa Mirror Twenty-four Piece 
Stainless Steel Cutlery Set
High quality stainless steel with an 
embossed finish. Includes six knives, six 
forks, six dessert spoons and six teaspoons. 
Robust, rust resistant and dishwasher safe. 
Gift boxed. 
MKCUTRND24PC

BarCraft 220ml Ridged 
Champagne Flute Gift Set
Set of two. 
Gift boxed. 
BCCF2PCRIDG

Creative Tops Hessian Jute Green Leaf 
Patterned Woven Placemats
Set of four. 100% biodegradable. 
43cm. 
Tagged. 
CTPMHESGRLPK4

Mikasa Diseno Sixteen Piece 
Stainless Steel Cutlery Set
Beautiful rust-resistant, stainless steel 
cutlery with gold finish. Includes four 
forks, four knives, four dessert spoons 
and four teaspoons. Dishwasher safe. 
Gift boxed. 
C000389

Mikasa Cheers 210ml 
Crystal Champagne Flutes
Set of four with assorted 
patterns to each glass. 
Gift boxed. 
5140630

Trend - Botanicals 
and metallics
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Consumers are enjoying get 
togethers and sharing food, so 
the grazing trend has never been 
more popular. Artesà makes 
artisan serving simple.

The grazing 
table trend

1. Medium platter
37cm x 12cm x 13cm
ARTSBMED

2. Large platter
52cm x 15cm x 17cm
ARTSBLRG

Artesà Acacia Wood 
Antipasti Platform Platters
With raised slot in supports. 
Two platters can be used 
together for multiple serving 
solutions. Gift boxed

Artesà Two Tier Serving Stand
Two slate platters with polished 
gold finish legs. Can be used as 
a tiered stand or two separate 
pieces. Assembled dimensions: 
30.5cm x 24cm. Gift boxed.
ART2TSLATE
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Artesà Round Marble Board
With brass coloured lettering 
and leather strap. 25.5cm.  
Gift tagged.
ARTCHSMRB

Artesà Cheese Knife Set
Set of three stainless steel 
knives with a brass coloured 
finish. Includes a soft cheese 
knife, hard cheese knife and 
semi hard cheese knife.  
Gift boxed.
ARTCHSBRA3PC

Artesà Acacia Wood Lazy 
Susan
Rotating serving board with 
twin side handles. 39cm x 35cm. 
Sleeved.
ARTSUSAN

Artesà Serving Platter
Brass coloured, embossed 
feather shaped serving platter. 
33cm x 18.5cm. Gift tagged.
ARTPLATBRLEAF

Artesà Rectangular Slate Platter
With copper coloured handles. 
60cm x 15cm. Gift boxed.
ARTPLATTERCOP



BarCraft Gin Cocktail Gift Set 
With a 400ml stainless steel and double walled acrylic 
cocktail shaker, muddling spoon, double ended jigger, 
bar knife and two 600ml gin glasses. Gift boxed. 
BCGINSET

BarCraft Gin Making Kit
With two 260ml gin glasses, strainer, 
a 250ml infusion bottle, stainless steel 
funnel, pack of botanical mix. Gift boxed. 
BCGINSET6PC

BarCraft Stainless Steel Eight Piece 
Boston Cocktail Set
Hammered finish 750ml Boston cocktail 
shaker with strainer, jigger, tongs, bottle 
opener, mixing spoon and two bottle 
pourers. Gift boxed. 
BCBARSET8PC

BarCraft Stainless Steel Seven Piece 
Cocktail Set
Hammered copper finish 750ml shaker 
with jigger, tongs, bottle opener, two bottle 
pouring tops and a mixing spoon. 
Gift boxed.  
BCCOCKTAIL7PC

With last year ’s Christmas party time cut short, cocktail 
parties are set to be bigger than ever. No one, no longer, 
needs to be a professional to make fun, fresh and 
delicious cocktails at home. BarCraft has it all. 

It’s cocktail time 
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Copper lustre - cross-merchandise with Artesà 

BarCraft Stainless Steel 
Champagne Bucket 
Gift tagged. 
BCCHAMIRIDCOP

BarCraft Stainless Steel 
Ice Bucket 
With matching tongs. 
Gift tagged. 
BCICBUCIRIDCOP

BarCraft Double Walled 
Stainless Steel Wine Cooler 
Gift tagged. 
BCWCOOLIRIDCOP

BarCraft 700ml Stainless 
Steel Cocktail Shaker 
With an integral strainer lid. 
Includes cocktail recipe. 
BCCSIRIDCOP
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Contemporary glassware for all beverages - 
the perfect finishing touch.

Party in style - featuring shimmering dots, 
lines and swirls, so guests can easily identify 
their glass.

Cheers to that!
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1. 210ml Champagne 
flutes
5140630

2. 400ml White wine 
glasses 
5140631

3. 450ml Highball 
glasses
5140628

4. 470ml Stemless wine 
glasses
5140632

1. 750ml Balloon Goblets
5159316

2. 340ml Goblets 
C000210

3. 400ml Champagne 
Saucers
C000213

4. 290ml Martini Glasses
5159319

Mikasa Cheers Crystal 
Gold Glassware
Sets of four. Gift boxed.

Mikasa Cheers Crystal 
Glassware
Sets of four. Gift boxed.

Ideal for cocktails of all types 

4.

4.

3.

3.

1.

1.

2.

2.
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The average household 
will throw away over 
half of the food they buy 
for Christmas - that’s 
more than 6.6 million 
bins full of waste!

STAINLESS STEEL DISHES THAT REWRITE 
THE RULES. 100% MICROWAVE SAFE, 
OVEN SAFE, FREEZER SAFE AND 
DISHWASHER FRIENDLY. PERFECT FOR 
FREEZERS, PREPPERS, SAVE-SOME-FOR-
LATERS AND MICROWAVE MAKERS.

Love your  
leftovers

MasterClass All-in-One 
Stainless Steel Food 
Storage Dishes
High quality 18/8 stainless 
steel base with an airtight 
silicone lid. Dishwasher, 
freezer and microwave 
safe. Oven safe to 180°C. 
Sleeved. 

2. Lunch size – 750ml
10.5cm x 15.5cm x 8.5cm

MCSTORESS075

5. Family size – 2 litres
15.5cm x 22cm x 8.5cm

MCSTORESS2

1. Snack size – 500ml
11cm x 15.5cm x 5.5cm 

MCSTORESS05

4. Dinner for two size – 1.3 litres
15.5cm x 22cm x 5.5cm 

MCSTORESS13

3. Dinner for one size – 1 litre
10.5cm x 15.5cm x 11.5cm

MCSTORESS1

6. Jumbo size – 2.7 litres
15.5cm x 22cm x 12.5cm

MCSTORESS27
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MasterClass Fresh Keeper Food 
Storage Containers
With vented lids that maintain 
optimum humidity levels to keep 
food fresh. Antimicrobial inner 
baskets promote air circulation 
by keeping produce away from 
moisture on all sides of the 
container. Baskets can also be 
used as colanders. With a ten year 
guarantee. Sleeved.

MasterClass Reusable 
Fresh Bags
Gift boxed.

Rectangular fresh 
keeper – 1.6 litres

19cm x 14cm x 11cm 
MCFRSHKP16L

Set of twenty
20cm x 30cm 

MCZIPBAGMED

Set of twenty
30cm x 40cm 

MCZIPBAGLRG

Rectangular fresh 
keeper – 3.2 litres

30cm x 17cm x 12cm 
MCFRSHKP32L

Reduce reliance on single-use 
plastics with these 100% reusable 
and recyclable food bags. With 
nano-microporous venting 
that prolongs the life of food by 
allowing gases to escape and 
controls internal moisture.
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Fresh Keeper fridge storage boxes aim to help reduce 
waste by extending life of fruit and vegetables for up 
to twice as long
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Suitable for all stovetops, including inductio
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1. La Cafetière Monaco 
Lavender Cafetière
Capacity 350ml / 3 cup. 
Gift boxed. 
LCMON3CPLAV 
 
2. La Cafetière Monaco 
Lavender Cafetière 
Capacity 1 litre / 8 cup. 
Gift boxed. 
LCMON8CPLAV

3. MasterClass 2.5 Litre Cast 
Aluminium Casserole Dish - 
Lavender 
20 x 20 x 17cm. 
Gift boxed. 
MCMCRD20LAV  

4. MasterClass 4 Litre Cast 
Aluminium Casserole Dish - 
Lavender 
24 x 24 x 19cm. 
Gift boxed. 
MCMCRD24LAV 

5. MasterClass 4 Litre Cast 
Aluminium Shallow 
Casserole Dish - Lavender 
28 x 28 x 7cm. 
Gift boxed. 
MCMSCRD28LAV

6. MasterClass 5 Litre Cast 
Aluminium Casserole Dish - 
Lavender 
28.5 x 28.5 x 22cm. 
Gift boxed. 
MCMCRD28LAV

Wonderful gifts for the one who 
loves to play host, all in Pantone’s 
colour of year. Stay on trend.

Christmas 
wrapped up

Spare filters included

Side handles and knob 
for easy handling 
Dishwasher safe

1. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Enchanting Alice in Wonderland illustrations 
and gold detailing all wrapped up in luxury 
gift box packaging.

Afternoon tea gifts

V&A Alice in Wonderland Fine 
China 1.1 Litre Teapot
High quality 18/8 stainless steel 
base with an airtight silicone lid. 
Dishwasher, freezer and microwave 
safe. Sleeved. 
5200025
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[Product Title]
[Product Code]
[Product Dims]
[Product Desc]

V&A Alice in Wonderland Fine China 
Sugar Bowl and Creamer
With Alice in Wonderland illustration and 
gold decoration. Creamer holds 200ml.  
Gift boxed.
5227082

V&A Alice in Wonderland Fine China 
210ml Tea Cup and Saucer
With luxury gold decoration.  
Gift boxed.
5200018

V&A Alice in Wonderland Fine China 
450ml Mini Teapot
With Alice in Wonderland illustration 
and gold decoration. Gift boxed.
5200017

V&A Alice in Wonderland Fine China 
250ml Tea for One
With Alice in Wonderland illustration 
and gold decoration. 
Gift boxed.
VAAWT41

V&A Alice in Wonderland Fine China 
300ml High Tea Gift Set
With a stainless steel infuser and beautifully 
packed in a luxurious gift box with ribbon. 
Gift boxed.
5200024

V&A Alice in Wonderland Fine China 
10cm Mini Cake Pedestals
Set of two pedestals with Alice in 
Wonderland illustration and gold 
decoration. 5cm height.  
Gift boxed.
5200021

Every item is packaged 
in beautiful gift boxes 
for 100% gift appeal.
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Click to view our 
short video and 
find out more!
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Simple, Easy Ordering
Join Market Place. It ’s the fastest way for you to 
place your order and for us to process it. Plus, it ’s 
designed to make busy times easier and put you 
in control. It ’s so much more than just an ordering 
system, discover what it can do for you.

“Market place could 
save you one full day 
of admin every year!”



New services 
being added 
continually
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Europe customers visit : 
https://lifetimebrandseurope.com/login

UK & ROW customers visit : 
www.kitchencraft.co.uk/marketplace 

Login to the Market Place homepage hub 
for personalised content as well as our latest 
launches and offers.

The homepage hub 
Everything you need, all in one 
spot. Easy access to new and 
trending products, our latest 
offers, catalogues and virtual 

showroom tour.

Back in stocks made simple 
Item out of stock at checkout? 

We’ll automatically add it to your 
saved for later list. You’ll get an 
email alert once it's back and 
can easily move it from your 

saved list to your basket.

Place an entire order in 
under one second!  

Easily import a spreadsheet 
into Market Place plus 

download and view PDF 
copies of invoices in seconds.

Live stock updates!  
Instantly view stock availability 

on every item.

Save to favourites 
Create multiple lists of your 
favourite products to build 

orders when and how you want.

Everything you need 
for business 

Our entire asset library 
including images, videos, web 
banners, POS and descriptions 

at the click of a button.

Intelligent search 
Search and add to basket 
using product codes, titles 

and barcodes.

Direct communication with us 
Request a credit, statement of 
account or an invoice directly 

from Market Place.
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Notes
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Carbon balanced paper. The carbon impact 
of the production and distribution process 
has been balanced by the World Land Trust, 
an international conservation charity.
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